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1. The meaning of the title of our course: what are phenomenology and ontology? 

Greek terminology: phainomenon, phainesthai – on, ontos – logos. Discourse on the 
manifestations and essence of European culture. 

 
 
2. The idea of culture in Antiquity:  
—Greek paideia („education“) in Plato’s Republic (Allegory of the Cave): leaving the 

world of appearances and shadows and ascendening to the true light of the Sun (reality). The 
soul must see/contemplate the true world of the Forms of everything, which are everlasting and 
unchanging 

—Rome: the meaning of cultura for Cicero (Tusculan Disputations, book 2.5, written in 
45 B.C.) as cultura animi („cultivation of the soul“, agricultural metaphor): „[...] as a field, 
though fertile, cannot yield a harvest without cultivation, no more can the mind without 
learning; thus each is feeble without the other. But philosophy is the culture of the soul (cultura 
autem animi philosophia est). It draws out vices by the root, prepares the mind to receive seed, 
and commits to it, and, so to speak, sows in it what, when grown, may bear the most abundant 
fruit.“ 

 
 
3. The Enlightenment (Aufklärung) or the Age of Reason  
Starting points:  
—Descartes’s Discourse on the Method, 1637 
—Newton’s Principia Mathematica, 1687 
—death of Louis XIV, 1715 
End: 
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—French Revolution, 1789 
—death of Kant, 1804 

 
 

Main ideas (as taken from Isaiah Berlin’s book The Roots of Romanticism): 
—unswerving fidelity to reason: clarity, rigour, acuteness of analysis, rational, orderly 

arrangement, whether in theory or practice. There are three main propositions:  
1. All genuine questions can be answered - if a question cannot be answered it is not a 

question. We may not know what the answer is, but someone else will; in principle, the answer 
must be known, if not to men, then at any rate to an omniscient being, to God. 

2. All these answers are knowable, that they can be discovered by means which can be 
learnt and taught to other persons. 

3. All the answers must be compatible with one another, because, if they were not 
compatible, and then chaos will result 

There is only one way of discovering this answers, and that is by the correct use of reason, 
deductively as in the mathematical sciences, inductively as in the sciences of nature 

The results of chemistry and physics (Newton) can equally be applied to the much more 
troubled fields of politics, ethics and aesthetics. 

—the view that virtue consists ultimately in knowledge, that if we know what we are, and 
we know what we need, and we know where to obtain it, and we obtain it by the best means in 
our possession, then we can live happy, virtuous, just, free and contented 

—the universe was a rational whole, each part of which was at as it was necessarily - 
because it was necessitated by the other parts of it - and the whole thing was made beautiful 
and rational by the fact that none of the things in it could be otherwise then as they were 

—another central dogma of the Enlightenment, which saw in each civilisation either a 
stepping-stone to a higher one, or a sad relapse to an earlier and lower one: the notion of steady 
progress on the part of mankind as a whole: we are progressing, we are discovering, we are 
destroying ancient prejudice, superstition, ignorance and cruelty, and we are well on the way 
towards establishing some kind of science which would make people happy, free, virtuous and just 

—belief in a single overarching standard of values, in terms of which all cultures, 
characters and acts can be evaluated. There is a unique form of life which, once it is introduced 
into the universe, could be fixed as eternal, would not need to be altered, because it was perfect, 
because it satisfied the permanent interests and desires of men 

—all men, if their hearts were pure, and when they asked themselves what is was right 
to do, would in similar circumstances arrive at identical conclusions, because to all questions 
reason must in all men give the selfsame answer (cf. Kant’s theory of moral judgement) 

—neglect of history: for example, Voltaire’s interest in history was to show how men were 
much the same in most ages, and how the same causes produce the same effect; Hume said that 
most men in most circumstances, obeying the same causes, behave in roughly the same fashion. 

 
 
4. Herder’s biography and main writings  
 
(as taken from Michael Forsters’s Introduction to Philosophical Writings of Herder:) 
—1744 Johann Gottfried von Herder is born in Mohrungen, a small town in East 

Prussia (now Poland). He grows up in humble circumstances. 
—1762 Herder enrolls at the University of Königsberg, where he meets and studies with 

Kant, who accords him special privileges and attention because of his unusual intellectual 
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abilities. Later in this period he begins a lifelong friendship with the irrationalist philosopher 
Hamann. 

—1764 Herder leaves Königsberg to take up a school-teaching position in Riga (now 
Latvia) which he will hold until 1769. He publishes the significant early essay On Diligence in 
Several Learned Languages. 

—1765 He writes the programmatic essay How Philosophy Can Become More Universal 
and Useful for the Benefit of the People under strong influence from Kant. 

—1766 He writes the essay On the Change of Taste.  
—1767 Herder begins publishing his first major work, on the philosophy of language 

and literature, the Fragments on Recent German Literature (1767–8). 
—1769 He publishes the first three parts of an important work in aesthetics, the Critical 

Forests. He resigns his position in Riga and subsequently spends a period traveling – first to 
France; then through Holland and Germany, where he meets his future wife Karoline 
Flachsland in Darmstadt; then to Strasbourg, where he meets, and has a powerful impact on, 
the young Goethe. 

—1771 Herder wins a prize from the Berlin Academy for his best-known work in the 
philosophy of language, the Treatise on the Origin of Language (published 1772). He takes up a 
position as court preacher to the ruling house in Bückeburg which he will hold until 1776. 

—1773 He publishes a seminal essay, Shakespeare, which contrasts ancient and 
Shakespearean tragedy as distinct genres and defends the latter against critics. 

—1774 He publishes his first major essay on the philosophy of history, This Too a 
Philosophy of History for the Formation of Humanity. 

—1776 He is appointed General Superintendent of the Lutheran clergy in Weimar, 
partly through Goethe’s influence, a post in which he will remain for the rest of his life. 

—1778 He publishes the important essay in the philosophy of mind, On the Cognition 
and Sensation of the Human Soul. He begins publishing an influential collection of translations 
of popular poetry from around the world, Popular Songs (1778–9). 

—1781 Kant publishes his Critique of Pure Reason. 
—1782 Herder begins publishing his most important work on the Old Testament, On 

the Spirit of Hebrew Poetry (1782–3). 
—1784 He begins publishing his well-known longer work on the philosophy of history, 

the Ideas for the Philosophy of History of Humanity (1784–91).  
—1787 Herder publishes an influential work in the philosophy of religion, God. Some 

Conversations, in which he defends a modified version of Spinoza’s monism. 
—1789 The French Revolution begins. Herder welcomes it enthusiastically. 
—1793 Herder begins publishing a work largely on political philosophy, written in 

reaction to the French Revolution, the Letters for the Advancement of Humanity (1793–7). 
—1794 He begins publishing a series of essays concerned mainly with the origins, 

character, relations between, and proper principles for interpreting the parts of the New 
Testament, the Christian Writings (1794–8). 

—1799 He publishes the first of two works criticizing aspects of Kant’s critical 
philosophy, A Metacritique on the Critique of Pure Reason, directed against the theoretical 
philosophy of Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason. 

—1800 He publishes the second of his works criticizing Kant’s critical philosophy, the 
Calligone, directed against the aesthetic theory of Kant’s Critique of Judgment. 

—1803 Herder dies. 
—1804 Kant dies. 
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Herder’s importance for the development of:  
—philosophy of language and linguistics,  
—modern hermeneutics,  
—modern classical scholarship,  
—modern biblical scholarship,  
—anthropology,  
—social psychology 
 
Herder’s influence on these thinkers and artists: 
—Goethe (received his philosophical outlook from Herder) 
—Wilhelm von Humboldt (inspired by H. to found modern linguistics) 
—Schleiermacher (founder of modern hermeneutics or interpretation theory) 
—Hegel (the dialectic of absolute spirit, Bei-sich-sein, coming-to-itself of the spirit) 
—Marx (concept of alienation) 
—J.S. Mill (political philosophy) 
—Dilthey (interpretation theory and hermeneutics) 
—Nietzsche (history, morals, values, and perspectivism) 
—Heidegger (essence of language) 
 
 
5. Herder’s philosophy – main ideas (as taken from Isaiah Berlin’s book Three Critics 

of Enlightenment).  
 
Ideas which where already en vogue at Herder’s time and which were already a reaction 

against Enlightenment’s Platonist background: 
 —The proper subject of the historical sciences is the life of communities and not the 

exploits of individuals;  
—the notion that the variety of civilisations is, to a large degree, determined by 

differences of physical and geographical factors;  
—The notion of the spirit of a nation or a culture;  
—the notion of society as an organism;  
—notion of a single great cosmic force of nature, embodied in finite, dynamic centres; 
—the famous reversal of values – the triumph of the concrete over the abstract; the sharp 

turn towards the immediate, the given, the experienced, and, above all, away from abstractions, 
theories, generalisations and stylised patterns; and the restoration of quality to its old status 
above quantity, and of the immediate data of the senses to their primacy over the primary 
qualities of physics 

— The reaction against the reorganisation of knowledge and society by the application of 
rationalist and scientific principles 

 
Herder’s contribution: 
1. POPULISM (belief in the value of belonging to a group or a culture): 
 — He believed in kinship, social solidarity, nationhood, but to the end of his life 

he detested and denounced every form of centralisation, coercion and conquest 
 — All rule of men over fellow men is unnatural. True human relations are those 

of father and son, husband and wife, sons, brothers, friends, men; these terms express natural 
relations which make people happy 
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 — The German mission is not to conquer; it is to be a nation of thinkers and 
educators. This is their true glory. Sacrifice – self-sacrifice – not the domination of one man 
over another, is the proper end of man 

 — What then is the right life for men? They should live in natural units, that is, 
in societies united by a common culture. 

 — There is no Favoritvolk. A nation is made what it is by ‘climate’, education, 
relations with its neighbours, and other changeable and empirical factors, and not by an 
impalpable inner essence or an unalterable factor such as race or colour. 

 —against any doctrine that preaches the sacrifice of individuals on the altar of 
vast abstractions – the human species, society, civilisation, progress, race, State, class, and a 
chosen elite 

 — His world is organic, dynamic and unitary: every ingredient of it is at once 
unique and interwoven with every other by an infinite variety of relationships which, in the end, 
cannot be analysed or even fully described 

—human groups grow in some plant-like or animal-like fashion, and organic, 
botanical and other biological metaphors (cf. Cicero and cultura animi, agricultural metaphor!) 
were more suitable for describing such growth than were the chemical and mathematical 
metaphors of the French 18th-century popularisers of science 

 — the desire to seize the whole in its fullness, in all its peculiar, complex, 
historically changing manifestations (this is what fascinated and permanently influenced the 
young Goethe when they met in 1770) 

 
2. EXPRESSIONISM (human activity in general, and art in particular, express the 

entire personality of the individual or the group) 
 —ideas concerning the origin of language: language is an essential part of the 

natural process of the growth of consciousness, indeed, of human solidarity, which rests on 
communication between men; 

 —We can purify and reform a language, but we cannot create one out of 
nothing; for to create a language is to think, and to think is to use language. This circle cannot 
be broken 

 — Language expresses the collective experience of the group. 
 — Herder’s stress on the importance of genetic studies and the history of 

language, and hence, too, the great impulsion that he gave to studies of comparative linguistics, 
comparative anthropology and ethnology, and above all to the great philological movement that 
became the pride of German scholarship 

 — Anthropology is for Herder the key to the understanding of human beings and 
of their world. It is the history of language that most clearly and continuously reveals such 
phenomena as social growth – the cycles of infancy, youth, maturity, decay –that are common 
to individuals and nations. 

 — The history of linguistic revolutions is the history of the succession of 
cultures, the true revolutions in the history of the human race. 

 — The only identification that Herder never abandons is that of thought and 
action, language and activity. 

 — Categories, rigorous distinctions of kinds of truth about the nature of reality 
distort judgement not only in epistemology and logic, but in politics and ethics and the arts, 
and indeed all regions of experience. All activities, he insists, express the whole and undivided 
man 
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—we must abandon the division of the human mind in: ‘reason’, ‘imagination’, 
‘intuition’, ‘feeling’, ‘will’.  

—for Herder, art is the expression of men in society in their fullness. To say that 
art is expression is to say that it is a voice speaking rather than the production of an object – a 
poem, a painting 

—Hence he is opposed to the view, influential in his day as in ours, that the 
purpose of the artist is to create an object whose merits are independent of the creator’s personal 
qualities or his intentions, conscious or unconscious, or of his social situation. 

—Herder is the true father of the doctrine that it is the artist’s mission, above 
others, to testify in his works to the truth of his own inner experience 

—The famous doctrine that the artist, and above all the writer, has a social 
obligation to express the nature of the milieu in which he/she lives, and that he/she has no right to 
isolate himself/herself artificially, under the cover of some theory about the need for moral 
neutrality, or the need for specialisation, or the purity of art, etc. — the totally engagé writer. 

—‘A poet is a creator of a people; he gives it a world to contemplate, he holds its 
soul in his hand.’ He is, of course, to an equal extent created by it. ‘We live in a world we ourselves 
create.’ 

—Herder emerges as the originator of the doctrine of the unity of art and life, 
theory and practice. 

 
 
3. PLURALISM (belief not merely in the multiplicity, but in the incommensurability, of 

the values of different cultures and societies: the classical notions of an ideal man and of an ideal 
society are intrinsically incoherent and meaningless) 

—Herder is one of the earliest opponents of uniformity as the enemy of life and 
freedom: we must take into account the interwoven, continuous, at times irregular, fluid, 
shapeless, often unanalysable, but always perceptible, dynamic, teeming, boundless, eternal 
multiplicity of nature 

—One of the most quoted sentences from This Too a Philosophy of History tells 
us that ‘Every nation has its own inner centre of happiness, as every sphere its own centre of 
gravity.’ 

 —All regionalists, all defenders of the local against the universal, all champions 
of deeply rooted forms of life, both reactionary and progressive, both genuine humanists and 
obscurantist opponents of scientific advance, owe something, whether they know it or not, to 
the doctrines which Herder introduced 

 — There is only one course against which Herder sets his face absolutely: that 
is, any attempt to return to the past. Here there is no salvation. Imitation is a terrible curse: human 
nature is not identical in different climes; ‘the worlds of things and sounds are different’. What 
then must we do? We must seek to be ourselves. ‘Let us be characteristic of our nation, language, 
scene, and let posterity decide whether or not we are classical!’ 

  — The progeny of Herder in, let us say, England or America are to be found 
principally among those amateurs who became absorbed in the antiquities and forms of life 
(ancient and modern) of cultures other than their own, in Asia and Africa or the ‘backward’ 
provinces of Europe or America, among professional amateurs and collectors of ancient song and 
poetry, among enthusiastic and sometimes sentimental devotees of more primitive forms of life; 
nostalgic travellers and exiles, cultural autonomists and unpolitical youth movements, as well as 
serious students and philosophers of language and society. 
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  —Against the myth of steady progress, with contempt of the benighted past, which 
entailed the view of all earlier centuries as so many steps toward the superior life of the present and 
the still more wonderful life of the future. Herder rejects this completely. There is Fortgang (i.e. 
„a going-further“), but this is not the same as the notion of progress. Diversity is everything. 
Each society, each culture, develops in its own way. Each age is different, and ‘each has the centre 
of its happiness within itself. Image of the ages of man.  

—True Fortgang is the development of human beings as integrated wholes and in 
its interplay with its alterable, but not greatly alterable, natural environment. 

  —What Herder calls Fortgang is the internal development of a culture in its own 
habitat, towards its own goals 

  —More often he speaks as if history were indeed a drama, but one without an 
outcome: as if it were like a cosmic symphony of which each movement is significant in itself, and 
of which, in any case, we cannot hear the whole, for God alone does so. The later movements are 
not necessarily closer to, or a prefiguring of, some ultimate goal, and, therefore, superior to the 
earlier movements 

  —There is a general purpose to be achieved by human life on earth, which he calls 
Humanität. This is a notoriously vague term, in Herder and the Aufklärung generally, connoting 
harmonious development of all immortal souls towards universally valid goals: reason, freedom, 
toleration, mutual love and respect between individuals and societies, as well as physical and 
spiritual health, finer perceptions, dominion over the earth, the harmonious realisation of all 
that God has implanted in his noblest work and made in his own image. 

  —Without belonging there is no true creation and no true realisation of human 
goals. 

  —This notion of being at home, and the corresponding notion of homelessness 
(nostalgia, he once remarked, is the noblest of all pains) which lies at the heart of his reflections 
on the emptiness of cosmopolitanism, on the damage done to men by social barriers, oppression 
by strangers, division, specialisation – like the connected concepts of exploitation and of the 
alienation of men from each other (cf. later, Marx!), and, in the end, from their own true selves 
– derive from his one central conception. 

  —There is a property, not capable of being abstracted and articulated – that 
which is German in the Germans – which all these diverse activities uniquely evince. Activities 
like hunting, painting, worship, common to many groups in widely differing times and places, 
will resemble each other because they belong to the same genus. But the specific quality which 
each type of activity will show forth will have more in common with generically different activities 
of the same culture than with specifically similar activities of another culture. 

  —that which the various activities of the same culture will have in common – 
the common pervasive pattern in virtue of which they are seen to be elements in one and the 
same culture – is more important, since it accounts for the characteristics of these activities at a 
deeper level, than their more superficial resemblances to the corresponding activities of other 
cultures and other human groups 

  —how could there exist, even in principle, one universal ideal, valid for all men, 
at all times, everywhere? The ‘physiognomies’ of cultures are unique 

  —then the notion of the perfect civilisation in which the ideal human being realises 
his full potentialities is patently absurd: not merely difficult to formulate, or impossible to realise 
in practice, but incoherent and unintelligible. This is perhaps the sharpest blow ever delivered 
against the classical philosophy of the West, to which the notion of perfection – the possibility, at 
least in principle, of universal, timeless solutions of problems of value – is essential. 
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6. This Too a Philosophy of History for the Formation of Humanity (1774), in 
German: Auch eine Philosophie der Geschichte zur Bildung der Menschheit. Structure of this book: 
  1. First section: The development of man, main epochs: Patriarchal Age (Golden 
Age) in the Orient, Egypt, the Phoenicians, Greece, the Romans; Reflections on the individuality 
of a person and of a nation, difficulty of abstraction, Providence and its purpose; progress and 
development, eternal striving, guiding intention 
  2. Second section: The North of Europe and the birth of a new human being; 
time of fermentation, role of the Christian religion as religion of the Universe; the Gothic spirit, 
the spirit remains unique in the sequence of all the centuries; blows and revolutions, 
fermentations and corruptions; all a progress towards a greater whole; the image of the tree 
(roots, stem, branches, fine twigs); Reformation and Renaissance; fate – deity; Luther’s 
Reformation; mechanical inventions of Renaissance – the spirit of the machine in everything; 
Reflections on the formation of humanity; attacks on French philosophers; Greece and 
concretion, modernity and abstracted spirit; ironical view on modernity’s developments 
(government, army, balance of powers, monarchy, trade, mode of life and ethics, fine arts and 
sciences, philosophy, religion). 
  3. Third section. Additions: everything a creature of God – for what purpose?, 
image of the tree revisited; every epoch only once, no repetition possible and desirable: 
individuality and uniqueness; Herder’s theory of History: everywhere the same receptivity for 
happiness and virtue, but always differently developed; the chain of all-wise goodness – but 
nobody is in the center point (only a delusion); nobody can achieve a view of the whole; God’s 
building-forth (Fortgebäude); Herder’s own age: citizens of the world – taking care of a greater 
whole of humanity, higher abstraction, enlightenment; we are approaching a new act of the 
play through decay; enlightenment = exhaustion of the heart; refinement in good and bad, 
ambiguities of the best and worst actions; conclusion: philosophy of History; my limited point 
of view: I am nothing, but the whole is everything: the great book of God: the universal 
formation of humanity. 
 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE EXAMINATION: ESSAY 

The essay should not be shorter than 5 pages (font Times New Roman, size 12, distance 
1.5), with a cover page and a bibliography at the end on separate pages. The essay should take 
into account at least two texts of the secondary literature (already provided by me, but you can 
also use other texts) and deal with any topic discussed by us during the course.  


